A Faculty Changes

The mathematics department has gained in its instructional staff since A. Miller, who was in the department in the Institute since 1902, has resigned to take a position in business at Elkhorn, N. Y. Dr. W. H. Hoeber, who was appointed in 1901 and who, in 1905, has accepted an assistant professorship at Washington University, St. Louis, of which he is a graduate. In organic chemistry, N. J. Lemons, who was appointed instructor for the year of Dr. Moore's sojourn in Italy, has received an appointment at Brown.

The following have received promotions from the position of instructor to that of assistant professor in their respective departments: Ervin Kemister, drawing and descriptive geometry; Alphonse B. Goodnow, food analysis; Joseph C. Wiley and Charles W. Berry, mechanical engineering; Harrison W. Haverstock, applied mechanics; Harry Bradly, drawing and descriptive geometry; and Homer A. Blanchard, mechanical engineering.

The following who were instructors in the mechanical engineering department last year have received appointments as instructors: I. H. Headley, mechanical; Malcolm C. MacKenzie, John H. Locke, '96, in civil engineering; and D. W. Milroy, electrical.

The mathematics department has obtained Captain C. C. Carter (West Point, 1909) to spend the coming year at the Institute in the capacity of professor of trigonometry and astronomy. Captain Carter has been an instructor in the Artillery School at Fort Monroe and in the Submarine Defense at Fort Totten, besides serving on the United States' artillery board and on the United States' torpedo board. It is now probable that he will be on a more advanced course of instruction in officer to the school at Fort Monroe, and Captain Carter has been detailed to study the coming year for the purpose of preparing himself to give instruction in this advanced work, which will include a considerable assignment of electrical engineering.
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